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Abstract

Cloud computing is an emerging platform for e-learning in current and future learning management system. Many e-learning cloud computing models have been proposed to support e-Learning. However using e-Learning environment for teaching computer programming requires a platform equipped with special applications such as programming workbook, program automatic marking and plagiarism detection, centralised logbook for monitoring students’ work and performance, online development environment, etc. Furthermore there are issues of education management rules in e-learning cloud that needs to be addressed such as teaching content management, course management, examination, performance management, student management, instructors’ workload management. These elements are taken into consideration in designing the proposed architecture for Programming Education Environment as Cloud Computing Services.
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1. Introduction

Cloud Computing technology has started an important and active role as an intermediary in the transfer and exchange of information. This technology emerged after the emergence of so-called second wave of Internet computing development in 2000s, which is known as Web 2.0. The Web 2.0 technologies allow users to use Internet applications to upload information to the web, to read and write through Internet applications, as well as to communicate with others through sound and live image. Cloud computing is a new mutation in information technology, especially as it plays important role in multiple areas of one’s life, and education happens to be one of these areas. With the advancement in information and communication technology (ICT), the need to change the traditional education delivery system arises. Traditional education delivery process is currently being replaced by online educational system using new technology such as cloud computing.

Education institutions will continue to enhance infrastructure and curriculum to attract students. Universities and colleges usually do not have sufficient fund to install and continuously maintain state-of-the-art ICT technologies for learning environment that can support students, staff, researchers and developers. The rate at which ICT technologies change, will continue to place pressure on institutions’ budget. Increasing bandwidth availability has enable cloud computing to be a potential solution in reducing ICT cost and freeing them from the expense and hassle of hardware and software maintenance [15]. Cloud computing is an emerging new computing environment for delivering computing services which can be categorised as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS). Commercial implementations for IaaS and PaaS are already available such as Amazon’s EC2 and S3, Microsoft’s Azure, App Engine by Google, and IBM’s Cloudburst. Cloud computing pay-as-you-go services were developed initially to target businesses. Recently, cloud computing has been adopted for economic reasons in schools and universities by turning old computers to fully functional virtual machines [14]. Cloud computing’s potential to improve efficiency, cost and convenience for the educational sector has been recognised by US universities by moving course from locally owned infrastructure to the cloud [16]. Despite the challenging economic climate, some universities are able to expand their services to faculty and students rather than cut them back with the use of cloud computing facilities [12]. Several universities in UK have adopted Google Apps due to cost and unreliable in-house email systems [13]. Even universities and schools in poor countries in Africa are using cloud computing supported by Google and Microsoft [11,17].Cloud computing platform for computer science students to experiment on large-scale distributed computing has been explored [10,16]. However such service for programming courses which is crucial for building strong foundation required for these students is non-existent. It requires platform equipped with special applications such as program automatic marking and plagiarism detection, centralised logbook for monitoring students’ work and performance, online development environment, etc.

Laisheng and Zhengxia discuss the challenges and solutions of e-learning cloud computing [7]. Because of the differences between school or college education and e-learning cloud education, the introduction of e-learning cloud computing will bring a lot of new problems. Specifically they argue that e-learning cannot completely replace teachers and issue on education management rules. Solutions may include letting teachers or instructors play leading roles and participate in developing and making use of e-learning cloud and establishing a suit of comprehensive management rules for e-learning mode based on cloud, including teaching content management, course management, examination management, performance management, student management, instructors’ workload management and so on.

This paper is organized as such section 2 discusses related works on cloud computing and e-learning, section 3 covers the requirements for programming education cloud computing services, section 4 details the proposed framework and architecture, section 5 discusses the system implementation and the last section concludes the paper with future work.
2. Related works on cloud computing and e-Learning

The definition of Cloud Computing services varies according to the source of the definition. For example Red Hat/Amazon’s EC2 [2] provides cloud computing as a collection of Linux machines with storage functionality [3], Google’s platform for Cloud Computing hides locality and scalability issues from the programmer who writes programs to a custom programming API [4], Microsoft views it as a virtualization layer between the hardware and the OS and is releasing a developer toolkit for providing the user with “software plus service.” [5]. It is to say that in Cloud Computing applications, a user does not need to run processes in terminal equipment such as user’s personal computer, but in clusters of servers on a large scale on the Internet. Data in Cloud Computing is stored in the data center on the Internet while the user processes are not executed locally. The enterprise which provides Cloud Computing services is responsible of maintaining and managing the normal operation of these data centers. Users can use any devices to access cloud computing services via the Internet at any time and from any place.

In this paper Cloud Computing is defined as “a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g. networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction” [1]. This definition describes that Cloud Computing has five essential characteristics namely:

i) On-demand self-service: usage of computing resources at anytime without the need to interact with the cloud service provider.

ii) Broad network access: computing resources can be accessed over a network through acceptable devices such as computer machines or mobile phones.

iii) Resources pooling: provides pool or resources that are shared by users.

iv) Rapid elasticity: user can acquire more resources from the cloud.

iv) Measure service: resource usage appropriate metrics such as bandwidth, monitoring storage.

Typical cloud computing services in academics organizations has been discussed in detail by [6]. The services characteristics are:

- It can be used as a personal workspace;
- A convenient tool to make teaching and learning interactive- has strong potential for social interactivity;
- Personal Learning Environments (PLEs) used by many people as an alternative to institutionally controlled Virtual Learning Environments(VLEs)/LMS with different personalized tools to meet their own personal needs and preferences; as teachers we are always learning;
- Provides opportunity for ubiquitous computing;
- No need for backing up everything to a thumb drive and transferring it from one device to another;
- No need to copy all stuff from one PC to another when buying a new one. It also means you can create a repository of information that stays with you and keeps growing as long as you want them;
- Provides large amounts of processing power comparable to supercomputer level;

The e-learning has been defined as a set of definitions. Among these definitions that were agreed upon is the following definition of e-Learning: “E-learning comprises all forms of electronically supported learning and teaching. The information and communication systems, whether networked learning or not, serve as specific media to implement the learning process [7].” Recently cloud computing has emerged as a platform which play an important role in the field of e-learning. Considering that learning is a large part of everybody’s life activities, thus the use of cloud computing in e-learning will provide a new learning style and medium which is considered as the third generations of e-learning system. Its features are able to address the problems and obstacles that were once a hindering factor that affect the spread of education through the electronic media. In e-learning cloud computing model, cloud provider is responsible for building and maintaining e-learning cloud, providing technical support to e-learning cloud. Cloud users request to cloud provider for services from e-learning cloud. E-Learning cloud will provide the services accessed based on users’ demand. Fig. 1 summarized the model in which during the cycle, servers support the users.
Table 1 shows the challenges faced by e-learning developers and the solutions to those challenges [9]. Through application development they seek to find solutions to these challenges and practicality in terms of performance [9].

**Table 1. Challenges and solutions of e-Learning**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenges</th>
<th>Solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User idea. E-learning cloud, as a cloud computing infrastructure and IT service delivery and usage patterns, subverts traditional idea of the use of computing resources, so the user's awareness and acceptance will profoundly affect future operation and development mode for e-learning cloud.</td>
<td>Build successful cases, and promote their applications as an opportunity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education management rules. Because of a difference between school education and e-learning cloud education, the introduction of e-learning cloud computing will bring a lot of new problems.</td>
<td>Establish a suit of comprehensive management rules for e-learning mode based on cloud, including teaching content management, course management, examination management, performance management, student management, teacher workload management and so on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource development. There will have a group of e-learning cloud materials of high quality, high-grade, for e-learning program, which requires investing a lot of human and material resources and using the intelligence of educational experts, technical experts and art experts in cooperation to create a set of scientific, interesting and artistic learning resources.</td>
<td>A variety of experts are organized by e-learning providers to complete the work.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The cloud computing infrastructure for e-learning in the current period and in the future, relative to those provided by cloud computing hardware, software and sources of support e-learning are shown in Fig. 2. Looking at the components of the architecture of e-learning cloud computing infrastructure, the components are divided into five logical layers, namely hardware resource layer, software resource layer, resource management layer, service layer and application layer.
Hard resource layer: This layer represents the lowest layer in the sequence of layers of e-learning, which include all the hardware used in e-learning such as physical memory and CPU. Its emphasis is placed on the construction for the infrastructure. Through the use of virtualization technology, physical server, storage and network form a virtualization group which is called by the upper software platform. The pool of physical host is dynamic. A new physical host can be added in order to increase physical computing power.

Software resource layer: This layer mainly consists of operating system and middleware. Through middleware technology, a variety of software resources are integrated to provide a unified application programming interface (API) for software developers, so they can easily develop a lot of applications using the software resources and include them available through cloud computing service.

Resource management layer: This layer is representing the key to achieve loose coupling between software resources and hardware resources. Through integration of virtualization and cloud computing scheduling strategy, on-demand free flow and distribution of software over various hardware resources can be achieved.

Service layer: This layer contains three levels of cloud computing services defined in the service model, which are, SaaS (Software as a service), PaaS (Platform as a Service) and IaaS (Infrastructure as a service).

Application layer: This layer mainly consists of e-learning applications which include content production, educational objectives, content delivery technology, assessment and management component.

The elements in the application layer can be customized by application developer to support specific cloud service such as programming education service. Our work only focus on the application layer because we are providing programming education applications as cloud computing services. C++ Workbook application and database will be hosted by Google’s cloud platform. We highlight the roles of instructors, students and administrator or the key person in charge of managing and conducting a programming course in a specific education institution. Content production and educational objectives are the responsibilities of instructors. Instructors can upload course objectives and learning outcomes for a specific course. Instructors can develop the content and publish them. They can also use content developed by experts. Instructors also decide which content delivery technology will be used for each content. For example video streaming is provided for accessing learning materials. Instructors are also responsible for creating classrooms, allocating students to classrooms, creating programming problem sets, assigning selected problem sets to classrooms and setting assessment criteria. Administrator is responsible for handling instructor and student registration, creating classrooms and allocating new instructors to existing classrooms, updating question banks and handling management of changes in application. The system can also provide automatic marking for multiple choice problems. In the future automatic marking for programs will also be included.
3. Requirements of Programming Education Cloud Services

Cloud computing services for providing programming education includes C++ Workbook which has various user centric provision and administration functions. The requirement for students includes request for class registration, access content, access exercises from the designated problem set, submit exercises, check for marks/results and check for correct answers. The requirements for Instructors include create classroom, creates problem set, choose the questions for each problem set, allocating exercises or problem sets to specific classroom, setting criteria for assessment and assign students to classrooms. Instructors can also monitor students’ progress. The requirements for administrator include creating and managing accounts for instructors and students, creating classrooms and allocating new instructors to existing classrooms, updating question banks and handling management of changes in application. Fig. 3 summarizes the features for each designated role.

![Fig. 3. Roles for users of programming education cloud service](image)

4. Framework and architecture of Programming Education Cloud Service

For developing the architecture of Cloud C++ Workbook, we have studied the previous technologies and practices that have been used in providing online learning programming environment. E-Workbook is a web application that is sometimes provided as supplementary materials to support text book provided by publishers. Instructors from institutions are given access to exercises and solutions to help them in teaching programming. E-Learning is online learning management system which has gone through three generation of revisions. The 1st generation of e-learning uses the Internet and web-based technology to deliver conventional educational products and services such as textbooks, articles, training courses, lessons and workshops; on the other hand the 2nd generation of e-learning approach is to provide a network interconnected learning opportunities rather than a library of separate online texts and courses. Cloud computing which recently has been adopted by many educators worldwide provides platform, infrastructures and software as services to support learning. In the proposed
framework, we selected suitable elements from e-Workbook, e-Learning system and cloud computing technologies to form the architecture for programming education as a cloud service as illustrated in Fig.4.

The services offered in the Programming Education Environment include logging of programming activities, program plagiarism detection, programming workbook and automatic marking. Specifically this work focuses on the development of the system architecture for programming workbook application. To demonstrate the working mechanism of the framework C++ Workbook is designed and developed as a Software as a Service (SAAS).

![Fig. 4. Framework for programming education as a cloud service](image)
The architectural components of the application have been divided into three sections so that each section includes a set of functions for three specific user roles which are Administrator, Instructor and Student. This is illustrated by Fig.5.

![Fig. 5. Architecture of C++ workbook as cloud service](image)
5. Implementation of cloud C++ workbook

C++ WORKBOOK uses Google App Engine for the platform and infrastructure services. The application is developed in Java. The following subsection describes the outline of its main characteristics and features. The target users are divided into three categories representing the administration, instructor and student in Fig. 6.

5.1. Administrator features

The administrator is responsible of managing accounts for instructors and students, creating classrooms and allocating new instructors to existing classrooms, updating question banks and handling management of changes in application. These features are shown in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b).

5.2. Instructor features

Lecturer who teaches programming subject through the system is able to create classroom, assign his teaching assistant to be instructor for his class, assign students to selected classroom, create a problem set of exercise/quiz/exam and select questions from the question bank for the problem set. An instructor can supervise students assigned to him by giving advices in terms of solving questions. He can also monitor students’ progress and follow-up on their exercise results and overall marks. Fig. 8(a), 8(b) and 9 depict screenshots of instructor’s user interface for the said functions.
5.3. Student features

A student who has been registered by the system administrator has the right to request to join any classroom available and then complete exercise/quiz/exam that has been assigned for the selected classroom. Following the completion of the exercise/quiz/exam, student can find the right answers and marks from the response to the exercise/quiz/exam, since the system automatically calculates marks. Fig. 10 shows the implementation of this feature.

Fig. 8(a). Instructor main service

Fig.8(b) Instructor page for creating problem set

Fig. 9. Announcement module interface

Fig. 10. A student screenshot for result and marks
6. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we have discussed the challenges of e-learning and the potential of cloud computing to improve management of e-learning system from administration, technical and economical point of view. We have proposed a framework for programming education as a cloud service which combines the elements from current practices of e-Workbook, e-Learning and cloud computing technologies. The framework consists of several cloud services which includes programming workbook, automatic exercise and program marking, programming activities logging and program plagiarism detection. We have designed the architecture and implemented one of the application services specifically the C++ Workbook as cloud service to verify the proposed framework. We will include other mentioned services in our future work. In conclusion, the concept of e-learning environment through the use of a new technique such as cloud computing technology can be materialized in educational institutions in various stages. Academic institutions can benefit economically using cloud computing environment because of minimal cost for administration, and maintenance, high uptime and ease of usage.
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